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COMMUNICATION THEORY: THE ISLAMIC 
PEKiil'ECTlVE 

RY 

U. DJAJUSMAN TANUDIKUSUMAII 

THE PORTRAIT OF A SOCIAL CHANGB; 

There was a time, as far back as in the fifties, that I had 
to run for a class of Sociology. At the same time, it was 
also my first entry as a student. T figured being a student 
at the University was very important, because there would be 
interesting lectures, smart professors, beautiful classmates, 
and the like. Moreover, as many scholars convinced me, there 
would be new horizons, original concepts and inventions, at 
any rate, everything would be different than the life at the 
High School. The period behind a student was a period of loga
rithmic life, the teacher of the High School was the law. 

So I entered the class, full of stories from every corner filling 
up my ears, my eyes and moreover my mind. For a small period 
I felt something like many ants at my back, the ants i*ere throwing 
around something like powder, which made you itching, especially 
on my neck. The powder of inferiority feeling! 

My nnivity by believing such instigations made me first enchanted 
of everything the lecturer told the class. Some of his passages 
were the following: 

a 
For havingiportrait of a social change, Sociology had a very 
original construction. Especially a portrait concerning Indo
nesia in transition. 

The 'original construction' the lecturer had in mind, proved to 
be the construction as presented by W'crthcim in his book called 
Indonesian Society in Transition. It was a 'story' of a sleeping 
Javanese peasant (not a sleeping Snowwhite! ), the Cinderella of. 
his drama. 
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Jie was writing further..: If a Javanese peasant, who had fallen 
asleep in 1GOO, were to awaken today, he would find a good deal 
to gape at. liven before seeing one of the occasional motorcars 
visiting his desa (village,RUT) or hearing an airplane high in 
the skies, he would have a deadly fright at seeing the numerous 
bicycles traversing the main desa road. The outward appearance 
of many huts might look rather familiar, but the larger brick 
houses- covered with tiled roofs, the desa school and the clinic 
would be a novel. So would the medicines or injections administered 
to the patients. Though the interior of most houses is still 
extremely sober, the use of majority of the objects found there 
would probably be unknown to him. 

So would the photographs and pictures pricked on the walls of 
some houses, the empty tins pasted over with coloured brands 
used for various purposes, and the papers mostly utilised as 
packing paper. Neither would clothes have a familiar look, as 
he used to wear coarse home made luriks, whereas at present 
most peasant wear manifactured and printed imitation batiks or 
other cotton prints. The rice fields might remind him of his 
own times, and even some of the tools such as the rice knife 

- (nni- nni) and the hoe, might have a familiar look, 

but the two other main crops, cassava and maize, would be 
quite unknown to him. Nor would he remember over having 
drunk the coffee offered him liy his descendants. He would 
even hardly be able to understand their speech, and their 
manners towards elders (and perhaps even the topics of their 
talks) would seriously upset him, especially if they were to 
discuss their experiences at nearby town or plantation. 
The importance of money in village economy would be new 
to him, but some of the institutions,- such as mutual help, 
slamatans (religious feasts), wayang (shadow play) performances 
and maiz;ic practices in connection with birth and death 
might still remember him of former times. 

Almost certainly lie uuulu not agree that rural life had 
remained unchanged throughout three and half centuries 
(Wcrtheim, 1056). 

When I left the class, I really got disappointed. All those 
instiRat-ions people pumped in at my head all along, I pushed 
away abruptly. I was not enchanted any—-more, nor do I have any 
respect for such a construction since then up to this day. 

The point is, as I can tell you right now, the construction or 
at least a sleeping case is not new nor original. On the 
contrary, it had since long existed. 
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As the Chapter of Knlif or tlic story of the Companions of the 
Cave (Ash- iiabul Kahfi ) or Sura XVTII of The Holy Our'an stated 
that they fell asleep, and remained asleep for <=om6 generations 
or centuries. When the wall which scaled up the cave was being 
demolished, the youths awoke. They still thought of the world 
in which they had previously lived. They had no idea of the 
duration of time. Hut when one of them went to the town to 
purchase provisions, he found that the whole world had changed. 
Kurt her, his tlress and speech, and the money which he brought, 
seemed to belong to another world. 

1 have no intentions to analyse more how long they stayed in 
the cave (there were many interpretations of the duration, 
from 200 up to 300 years .and some additional years), but the 
Holy Qur'an injunction was: "Say, Cod knows best how long they 
stayed" (S XVIII, 20).The more important in my paper is to show 
the parable, to which the construction of Wcrtheim concerning 
the sleeping Javanese peasant was running closely, - and somehow iso 
morphic (same in pattern) and therefore not original U'or me). 

I put this case to the fore, in the framework of communication as i 
I heard again "r. Schramm sounding: when there is a change, there 
communication flows. How does it work actually? 

lly the time Indonesia began to embark a five year development 
planning cummulatively, Dr. Emi I Snlim as a columnist of a daily 
student newspaper KAMI at Jakarta, while he himself is now a 
professor in Economics, storied in the same breath of a sleeping 
Javanese peasant. Hut different than the sleeping peasant a la 
Wcrtheim, his sequences were more 'advanced': While the man was 
sleeping, the workers were working,building something, the voice 
of a bulldozer, the ringing of an"iron plant, a steel cable in 
the setting, oil those will never make the peasant sleeping vast 
anymore... • 

If we are now to consider a little bit further the 'years' 
or the 'time' tunnel, this same peasant is sleeping on through 
and later on awakensconfirmatively, the question arises: 

Within the era of communication revolution, the more within 
the era of information, where 'wired society' or 'computerised 
society' or even compunication century ahead is blowing up 
everywhere, how do the existing communication theories stand 
especially in the perspective of Islam? 
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THE EXISTING THEORIES OF COMMUNICATION: 

In this regard, I would like to discuss further the following 
topics respectively: 

1. The general model of communication made by (ierbner; 
2. The Uerbner model as further explored by Stoppers; 
3. Both models mentioned at 1 and U as viewed in the perspective 

of Islam, especiaily in the development of Indonesia. 

ad- 1: 

I mentioned this mod^l of Gcrbncr surely not without 
reason. Uerbner was not only my ex- teacher, but also a 
Hofcssor in Communication and currently Dean of The Anncnberg 
Sclnoi of Communications. Very characteristics inhaerent to his 
model was the definition as its basis* which formed the prole
gomena of the whole picture. 
The statement as T have to learn by heart every day or to 
pronounce as loudly as I can every morning when I wake up 
from my sleep (fortunately not as a Javanese peasant) runs 
as follows: 
Communication is social interaction performed Uirough 
messages. 
And by messages he meant formally coded symbolic or represent
ational patterns -of some shared significance in a culture. 
While the culture itself, as he regarded, is a system in which 
messages cultivate and reeulatc the relations between peopled 

Further, he also mentioned, that in its broadest 'humanizing* 
sense, communication, then, is a source and extension of imaginat
ion in forms that can be learned and shared. It is the 
production, perception, and grasp of messages bearing man's 
notion of what is, what is important, what is right, and what 
goes with what (Gerbner, I97f>). 

Again, when I studied his writings,or any time I was present 
*fc his class many years ago, I couldn't crrase my memories of 
the past when I was a child and trained l>y way of a religion 
teacher. Facing the Holy Qur'an, he pointed some Chapters to me 
like the Sura XLIX e.g. the Al-Uujurat, which in my eyes (now) 
forms the initial image of communication. It stated a.o. that 
it is addressed to all mankind. The mentioned Sura, 13 further 
referred: 

0 mankind! We created You from a single (pair)-Of a male and n 
rcmale,- And made .you into- Nations and tribes, that- Ye may 
Know each orther (Not that ye may despise Each other). 
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Verily- The most honoured of you- In the sight of God-
Is (he who is) the most- Righteous of you.- And God has 
full knowledge - And is well ncquintcd- (With all things). 

iVs it is, mankind is descended from one pair of parents. 
Their tribes, races,-and nations are convenient labels by 
which we may know certain differing characteristics. 

Within those di?;iensions, I think, The United Nations Organ
ization is the biggest international Torum we have now for 
practising communication purposes. Tt is even the biggest 
pity however, that such an international stage has not reached yet 
its main purpose, e.g. to create an everlasting peace in the 
world we live in. On the contrary, in the breath of communicat
ion as stated in the Al-llujurat, before God, despite the 
different characteristics of the nations, they are all one, 
and he gets most honour who is most righteous. This is 
implicitly THE MESSAGE as the truly representational pattern 
of Tl.'E SIGNIFICANCE that must be commoniy shared. 

ad- 2: 

On the other hand, Stnpners (1906, 1984) analysed very accurately 
the model of Gerbncr. 
If Gerbner is a kind of representative from the United .States, 
especially as regard to communication theorizing, Stappers is 
more a representative from the 'Vest. A IXitch scholar of origin, 
he studied l'ubli zisti k- wissenschaft with great interest and 
later on made a dissertation concerning a connection between 
the predominant]y american literature on "Mass Communication" 
and the gcrmati literature on "pub Iicistics". 

I'rom the existing models he studied, such as discrete models 
(e.g. Morlo's SMCU- model), flow- models (e.g. the models of 
Iti 1 cy and Riley, Shannon, Schramm, and Maletzke), MIX- models 
(e.g. the models of Nowcomb, and 'Vestley and Mad.ran) and 
Uesrarch classifications (c.i^. the l,arswell formula and Gerbner's 
model), he stated that the Gerbner model is the most suitable. 
As Stappers stated further, he has proposed an adaptation that 
would enable him to include in this model certain data which 
receive greater emphasis in other models. 
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The most interesting adaptation as &tapj>ers did in his study 
toward the Gcrbner's model was the following: 

When Gerbner constructed the communicating agent or agency e.g. 
Man or Machine engaged in an exchange with events of his world, 
Stnppers incorporated five small bulbs within the big circle of 
Gerbner's graphic model, consisting of infornating subagents. 
Their respective functions were substantively: 

1. decoding the information process by way of reaction as a 
new reaction, done by the most right circle; 

2. defining what will happen further in the communicating agent 
on the basis of the informations this agency possescs all along; 
done by way of the circle placed at the top; 

3. the relation of the agency to something out of it, as a sum 
of 1 and 2; done by the circle right in the middle; 

4. The information possessed by the agency concerning other 
agencies, to which the rfgency will relate; the most left circle; 

C>. the sum of 3 and 5, concerning the information, the agency 
would like to "offer to other agencies (the encoding process); 
• lone by way of the circle most below. 

Hy way of adaptation process, St tippers actually made a shift 
from Gerbner's communicating agency to informating agency. 

However, the initial model of Gerbner was that of constructing 
messages as conmunication event or statement of event. While 
information was*only meant for making other agencies informed 
or making someone else cumc to know. 
Then, communicating also included trans formating someone M.Y, way 
of an influence, while inl'ormating was only to make the other 
agency remain iin its status but getting more knowledge than 
before. 
Lastly, a statement of event was to form a new world as it 
was usually called the camera reality, while information did 
not create a new reality but remained in its dimension, the 
real world. 

Now, in my o p i n i o n , a s f a r a s my o l d memories can f o l l o w , t h a t 
of G e r b n e r ( t h e g r a p h i c model ) i s c l o s e r t o t h e s e t up of The 
Holy i<ur 'nn , s i n c e t h e c o n t e n t of i t a s we can r e a d a t Sura 
XCV11, I , r u n s a s f o l l o w s : 

Vie have i n d e e d r e v e a l e d 
T h i s (Message) 
i n i.he Nigh t of lower 

(Al i&irir, o r The Night of Tower ( o r Honour) 
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This special nieht, ns we use to call it rvcrv time we remembered 
nnd honoured in Indonesia,was and is? known as Lailatul '}adr. 

in this era of development, more technically coined as the 4-th 
Five Year Planning of Indonesia, wc are witnessing also the 
development of messages throughout the country like Family 
Planning for getting more and more acceptors, anticipating the 
take-off period to industrialisation era and many others. 

Communication with messages Is like air to the lungs, while 
information is like a system of the nerves. I heard many times 
that a rin«; did not constitute the marriage, because marriage 
( husband and wife relationship ) went far beyond that. This 
relationship of long duration was a communication type of 
intensive and consistent planning and development. IHit.tJ.ng the 
ring in the fingers at the moment of the wedding is to in form 
people, that a couple fire going to face and entering a new life. 
V'hilc the marriage itself, The Holy fjur'nn had been stathg earlier 
as wc can rend at Sura XXXV" 1 , .!<> (Ya-Sin)j 
Glory to <»od, Who created 
in I'airs all things 

Ilany interpretations showed, that it was a message about 
the basic source of marriage. 

in a developing country like Indonesia, the performing of 
messatres played and play a verv important role. 
The message as inhncrent to communication was and is a guide 
for the people who are heading toward their end, e.g. a society 
which is prosperous and full of justice, physically and spiritually. 
The information is the light, or electric lamp on the highway at 
which the Indonesian Nation exist, nnd march as a.pelgrim. 
As a Nation, we have a State Ideology, Till'*. P MIC A SI LA as a way of 
life. The religions wc have here are its supporting source and the 
inspiring message in relation to devote yourself to the service 
of Cod, including the ISLAM. •*•*• 
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